ENERGY DIAGRAM
A superconductor-insulator-normal metal-insulator-superconductor (SINIS') and a superconductor-constriction-superconductor (S-c-S') geometries are shown in Figs 
eY /L Fib.2 Calculated I-V curves using Eq (1) In the case of Fig. 1(b) , i.e. , for S-c-S' device, the BTK theory give us a useful theoretical-explanation fof a quasiparticle current through a nanoconstriction. In ihis theory, the quasiparticle current through a constriction is given by t) ryqg.re A(P)_ r! the Andreev reflection probability and-B(E) is normal scattering prodability , and other symbols have their usu'at meanlngs.
In the clean contact limit , i. where 
